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100 Notable Books of 2023
Each year, we pore over thousands of new books, seeking out the best

novels, memoirs, biographies, poetry collections, stories and more. Here
are the standouts, selected by the staff of The New York Times Book

Review.

Fiction

HISTORICAL FICTION
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HISTORICAL FICTION

KANTIKA by Elizabeth Graver

Inspired by the life of Graver’s maternal grandmother, this
exquisitely imagined family saga spans cultures and
continents as it traces the migrations of a Sephardic Jewish
girl from turn-of-the-20th-century Constantinople to
Barcelona, Havana and, finally, Queens, N.Y.

Amazon Barnes & Noble Local Booksellers Apple

CLIMATE FICTION

LAND OF MILK AND HONEY by C Pam Zhang

Zhang’s lush, keenly intelligent novel follows a chef who’s
hired to cook for an “elite research community” in the Italian
Alps, in a not-so-distant future where industrial-agricultural
experiments in America’s heartland have blanketed the
globe in a crop-smothering smog.

Amazon Barnes & Noble Local Booksellers Apple

HORROR HISTORICAL FICTION

LONE WOMEN by Victor LaValle

The year is 1915, and the narrator of LaValle’s horror-tinged
western has arrived in Montana to cultivate an unforgiving
homestead. She’s looking for a fresh start as a single Black
woman in a sparsely populated state, but the locked trunk
she has in stow holds a terrifying secret.

Amazon Barnes & Noble Local Booksellers Apple

GRAPHIC NOVEL

MONICA by Daniel Clowes

In Clowes’s luminous new work, the titular character,
abandoned by her mother as a child, endures a life of
calamities before resolving to learn about her origins and
track down her parents.

Amazon Barnes & Noble Local Booksellers

COMING-OF-AGE MYSTERY

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/18/books/review/kantika-elizabeth-graver.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/18/books/review/kantika-elizabeth-graver.html
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Kantika&i=stripbooks&tag=NYTBSREV-20
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/kantika-elizabeth-graver/1141318096?ean=9781250869845&st=AFF&2sid=The%20New%20York%20Times_7990613_NA&sourceId=AFFThe%20New%20York%20Times
https://bookshop.org/a/3546/9781250869845
https://books.apple.com/us/book/kantika/id1624500183?at=10lIEQ
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/21/books/review/c-pam-zhang-land-of-milk-and-honey.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/21/books/review/c-pam-zhang-land-of-milk-and-honey.html
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Land+of+Milk+and+Honey&i=stripbooks&tag=NYTBSREV-20
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/land-of-milk-and-honey-c-pam-zhang/1143022798?ean=9780593538241&st=AFF&2sid=The%20New%20York%20Times_7990613_NA&sourceId=AFFThe%20New%20York%20Times
https://bookshop.org/a/3546/9780593538241
https://books.apple.com/us/book/land-of-milk-and-honey/id6445623706?at=10lIEQ
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/26/books/review/victor-lavalle-lone-women.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/26/books/review/victor-lavalle-lone-women.html
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Lone+Women&i=stripbooks&tag=NYTBSREV-20
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/lone-women-victor-lavalle/1141679689?ean=9780525512080&st=AFF&2sid=The%20New%20York%20Times_7990613_NA&sourceId=AFFThe%20New%20York%20Times
https://bookshop.org/a/3546/9780525512080
https://books.apple.com/us/book/lone-women/id6443011478?at=10lIEQ
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/02/books/review/daniel-clowes-monica.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/10/02/books/review/daniel-clowes-monica.html
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Monica&i=stripbooks&tag=NYTBSREV-20
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/monica-daniel-clowes/1143190385?ean=9781683968825&st=AFF&2sid=The%20New%20York%20Times_7990613_NA&sourceId=AFFThe%20New%20York%20Times
https://bookshop.org/a/3546/9781683968825

